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CHAIRMAN: The meeting is open. 

REP. BOGGS: I think we should discuss this resolution 

on subpoena powers. He spent the day working on it and he drafted 

a resolution. I told him at the outset what I thought would be 

the position of the Commis~lon, and so when I met with him late on 

yesterday afternoon he had included in the draft of the resolution, 

which I.have here, immunity powers, and I told him that we would 

have to agree on that. 

CHAIRMAN: On what powers? 

REP. BOGGS: Immunity powers, It was therefore suggested 

that I come back to the Commission and say to all of you that'this' 

power was included in the Pearl-I@rbor resolution. It was his 

feeling, after studying the Presidential Proclamation very closely, 

that it was almost essential that we have thise powers at this 

time. He put it this ryay. He said if we provide for the subpoena 

power and the poorer to administer oaths and not provide for the 

power of immunity and if, In the course of our work, we discovered 

that maybe one, two or three men might concelvably'be the key to 

this whole thing and immunity became an issue,'we would, therefore, 

be required to return to the Congress and ask specifically for 

immunity, .and that this request might stand out most conspicuously 

and might even be the subject of debate in Cangrcss. So it was 

his ;thought that while we were asking for the powers we should 

ask for that one. 

CRAIRNAN: Any observations concerning that? Senator, 

what do you think? 

SEN. RUSSELL: I don't think it is too Important one w&y 

or another; Mr. Chief Justice. I rather think that taking every 



precaution it might be well to put it in there. i simply feel 

that we would not be compelled to ever have any witnesses come 

before the &mission, but if we are going as far as the subpoena 

power and the administration of oaths I don't know any reason why 

we should not also,include that power. 

CEAIRBAN: Senator Cooper, do you feel that way? 

SEW. COOPER: I hope we never have to use any of those 

but I think like Congressman Boggs. In the conversation he 

suggested that you perhaps have to arm yourself with that power 

so that we have the ability to do whatever is required to do. It 

might help, in a way, but you might never have to use it, and yet 

have the power. 

SEN. RUSSELL: If you have to go back to ask for it, . 
questions could be raised that would cause you to open up what wz 

hope to get, and all of that, and I think it is perhaps better 

just to take time aud get it all now, although it is not going tc 

make one bit of difference. 

CBAIRMAN: Do you agree? 

MR. MC CLOY: Yes. 

CBAIREAN: Congressman Ford? 

REP, FORD: Yes. 

CHAIRMAN: Nr. Dulles? 

MR. DULLES: Yes. 

CHAIRBAN: Congressman, would you go through with that 

with our approval? 

REP. BOGGS: Yes. 

BR. DULLES: Could I say, something? 

CHAIRBAN: You may. 

MR. DULLES: I*11 have to leavesin about ten minutes. 
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You mentioned the other day that we would probably want to receive 

from the State Department and the FBI, at some time appropriate, 

their reports in regard to the effect of the sad incident abroad, 

the attitude taken in various countries.. I was in touch with the 

CIA, which runs what you may call the Foreign Broadcasting Informa- 

tion Service, which means we intercept on a world-wide basis all 

the radio messages that are sent out, which include, in the case 

of .the Soviet Union, a great deal that is published. They have 

collected on their own, before I spoke to them, quite a little on 

this, which is summarized in this pamphlet. Now, while some of 

these are marked Confidential and some are For Official Use Only, 

there is very little that is confidential, really. The only 

confidential thing is that we pick these messages up and do inter- 
.._ 

cept them personally, but it is not advertised that this is a CT4 

operation. I have copies of the summary, which I can distribute 

to each member. 

CHAIIUAAN: That's very good. 

MR. DULLES: If you don't want to keep them you can 

destroy them. 

CHAIRhMU: you might leave them for staff, they'll need 

them. 

MR. DULLES: And destroy them when you are through, cr 

keep them, whatever you want to do with it. 

CHAIRA¶AN: Yes. Before Allen goes away, I think we au:-::! 

to discuss the question of the counsel because we had our meeting 

at eight-thirty this morning and we discussed Mr. -0lneyi Dr. 

McCloy and Mr. .Dulles and Congressman Ford all had some rescrva- 

tions about whether he was the great ability to do this job. 1'~ 

sure that discretion is used here, but I told them I would not 

want to have anyone here that would not have the full confidence 
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of the Commission. So as far as I'm concerned the question of Mr.; 

.Olney for counsel before the Commission is closed. Now, we got to 

talking about others. Suppose Jack, you and Allen carry it on from 

there. 

MR. MC CLOY: The primary efforts that I made was to 

check up on this'olney; which I won't say anything more about. 

But in the course of that I had the opportunity to check up on 

some other people as substitutes. Though a long number of names 

did crop up in the discussion the inadequacies were there, so that 

we can't come forth to you this afternoon and say, here's the man 

we think you ought to take. We thought we ought to report to you 

the status of our thinking on it as a subcommittee. 

A number of so-called big-name lawyers have been in our minds, 
. . 

not only in New York but around ti& country, the South, and Yid?cst 

and far west. We have not centered on any one person but there are 

sme who seem to measure up. 

One of the things I ought to say was the general sort of 

feeling that some of us had, that perhaps rather than seeking some 

so-called big-name lawyer we might try to look for somebody in his 

forties, who was vigorous, strong, brilliant, energetic, who per~:r,!~ 

had not at this point made a great name for himself as a leader z:. 

the bar but who would have been enough of a name to be a cornpet,:?: 

man, because this would take a good deal of effort and considerc.j;: 

strain, In the course of our investigation in regard to Mr.‘.Ol::-> 

we several times ran up against that idea and also the name of as 

older man, but still a man in full vigor, and that was Lee Rankin. 

They were all rather casual reports that we, got but Lee Eazi:i.r 

seems TV be a man of high character, high integrity. He's been 

Solicitor General for the United States. He's practicing lar in 

New Yor!c but it is not one of the so-called names of New York, 
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~ : ( ;.. '. 
too well with the particular type of investigation Pe're-fncing.i:.~.~~:"- 

IS that. abollt it? 
; r .;. - ., - . :. . . . : '. 

:; : . . 
1. ..;-: 

. . CRAIRWI?:. That was about the discussion.:. I 'want- td'6ay.l) .: .', .-, . “.. .- : .'. .. . _ ' ._ '. 
about Lee Rankin, 'he' aas in the Government throughout the..‘ y-.. "':. 

. . '. _ . . . 
. Eisentover administration;' 

.;'-' ., . . ._ 
.,-.._ 

For iour -years,' I 'think,: 'he"'6aG. the:;-.:.':' 
_, . . . _ -- .'.__ 'Ly.. : ._ : 

counsel who advises the Khits House. I have.forgotten whatLih8: :" 
. . : . 

title of the job is. And then the last four years he ws Solicitor 

General and we saw a great deal of him Over in the Sup-ei~~c Court 
. 

because he argued all the top ones himself, .tho comm&ist'case~,-: 
: :. . . . 

:ic argued the segregation cases, the Dixon-Yates'caso, and anything ' 

that was hotter than the others he vlould take it on as his respon- 
- 

sibility. He is a splendid man in every respect. I don't know.& 
-. 

REP. EGGGS: Earn On 3 3uSy K-67. _ . __. . _. .-. . 

_ "cjjAIRr.f&J: .- -- CL rlicy-six ycar~ old.,JLl-Tr=. .:- .-.- -I; 

ADI. AIC CLOY: . '- DO you know hrm? 

SEN. ROSSRLL: I just know him. IThen !le was Solicitor 
\ -. 

General I came t0 meet him., . . I know vei-y little about. him;. I 
-- 

understand he is a very competent man. 

CI-JA:miAW: He's a sougd lasqer. Xe"s a hu3:n being. ::3 

could c00~1)1’2te, I am sure, aith every man on ihe Cca-mission. Of 

all the names that I have I %ould think that he would be the best 
." 

of all of them. 

k-r? ,  DUL?~M l ._ 1 :Kl’JC! t0 l-Ull. Do ;G:I iniild if I run?.- Excuse 

;>e, I have to catch my plane, &.' Chief Zustice. I h2VC Cil?Ckd 

. 

yery ~:-:-~f~lly on hh. Bankin and I give you my proxy to Co ahead, 
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' On it iS because of my experience with Mr. Olney.' I wouldn't sny . 

that they have the ultimate checks in any sense, but I'd like to 

Sort of see what they feel about the association with the Departmen' 

and the FBI. It's clear that we're going to have a lot to do with 

the FBI. 

REP. BOGiS: In that connection, I don't mean to 

interrupt you, here's anothar story, the most outrageous leak I 

have ever seen. I don't know if you've rcsd that, Mr. Chief Justic 

It gets right in the same category of that story we talked about 

before. 

MR. MC CLOY: Where is that coming from? 

SEN. RUSSELL: The FBI. ' 

REP. BOGGS: It almost has to come from the FBI. 

MR. MC CLOY: It's outrageous. 

CHAIRMAN: I think it would be a great mistake for us 

to either feel ourselves, or to give the impression to the public, 

that we sought the assistance of the FBI or the Department of 

Justice in picking our counsel. 

SEN. RUSSELL: I subscribe wholeheartedly with that. 

We have to have a man who can deal on an equal with them. 

REP. BOGGS: I subscribe to that totally. 

SEN. COOPER: We're going to look into the names that 

have been suggested but offhand it seems to me that everything 

about Mr. Rankin sounds all right with me. He's a man that has 

already achieved distinction and prestige and that's. something, 

for the way we look at it and the public looks at it we don't have 

to prove anything. I'm sure there will be other iplaces where 

we'll be using other lawyers, younger men, who can come in and do 

this kind of work. 
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CHAIRAWl?: Oh, yes. 

SEN. COOPER: But I don't know him. I've never met him. 

CHAIRMAN: Nell, we're not going to get, I suppose, 

perfection any place, and if we get a maximum amount of integrity 

and a large measure of ability and a thorough amount of discretion 

I think we'll be doing about as well a5 we can do, and I would 

say, with regard to Lee Rankin, that he wo-ild combine every one 

of those, and furthermore he knows his way around here. 

Nor, I would be very much afraid to take a young fellow who 

had never been connected with the Government, give him the problem, 

not only of organizing this thing but of finding his way around 

in the Government establishment. I'd be very much afraid to do 

it unless it was a job where he'sgoing to be for some years. YOU . 
don't learn it that quickly, and the fellow who does know the' 

workings of the Government, but who is indepsndcnt of it, would 

be SO much more useful than some other person. 

I, myself, think Rankin would be an excellent man, and I' 

know that it would be easy for him to find young lawyers, find 

energetic older lawyers, who would work with him, and he's the 

kind of fellow who would work with them. 

MR. MC CLOY: I understand he's a very personable' 

fellow. _- 

CHAIRMAN: Yes, he is, . He is a very personable fellow 

and he's not political in any sense. I doubt if he ever was in 

politics before he went in as a lawyer in the administration. He 

might have had a little background in Nebraska, If he did I 

never heard of it. 

EZN. RUSSELL: He would not be attempting in any way'to 

accept it for a while, 
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CBAIRMAN: On the contrary. 

SEN. RUSSELL: You have to watch for it. 

CRAIRAldN: On the contrary, he's asself-effacing a man 

as you would be able to find for that job and in no sense would 

he be out in front of the public. I would vouch for that. 

Am. MC CLOY: Now, I suppose that, what with our jobs 

on the subcommittee, we'll naybe run scne checks on him, but the 

general thought Is this is about where we're headed, and I'll 

communicate with you, if I can, over the week end. 

CBAIRMAN: Yes. 

MR. MC CioY: I'm going to leave on Sunday for London 

for a day. It's a queer business but we know this happens. I have 

to go over to make a speech in London and come back the same day. \ 

It '8 crazy. 

REP. BOGGS: That it is. 

MR. MC CLOY: It's not of my will. They want me to go 

over and talk to them and I can't cancel out. But between now 
_ - 

and the time I leave, if I can get your.telephone number? 

CBAIRMAN: Yes. 

MR. MC CLOY: And if I can get yours? 

REP. FORD: Mine's in the phone book. 

MR. AlC CLCY: The other problem is, what are we going 

- ; to tell these people out here? 

CBAIRMAN: Pie'11 just tell them organizational work. 

Am. MC CLOY: Work on the staff meeting?. 

CBA1RAWJ: Of course. 

MR. MC CLOY: Do you figure on this coming up (indicating 

newspaper)? 

SEN. RUSSELL: 1 don't think me should comment on that. 

11 
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MR. MC CLcbY: Do we habe any other information about 

the report? 
. 

CHAIRMAN: No, except th$k the Deputy Attorney General I 
told me he expected to get the report sometime today. 

. '-. .I, 
MRi MC CLOY! I,et me ask this, Mr. Chief Justice, have 

.:.. : 
you communicated with the CIA? ?I. : 

CI;AIRNAN: . No, I have not, for the simple reason that I 
,' .-. 

have never been informed that the CIA had any knowledge about this. . . ,, . s.-:. 
MR. MC CLOY;.. !I'hey have... 

CH.&&AN: : . 1511 sure they have,. but I did not want to put 

the CIA into this thing unless they put themselves in. 

MR. MC CLOY: Don't we have to ask them if we're on 

notice that they have? I._ \ 

CHAIRMAN: We have to do it with all of them. 

SEN. RUSSELL: Me have to do it. 

CHAIRMAi~: We have not done it with any of them yet " 

because we have not been in that position. Of course we do. I 

think we have to ask them. We have to ask the Secret Service. We 

have to ask the FBI. 

SEN. RUSSELL: State Department may have something. 

CHAIRIUAN: , Yes, the State Department. P!d I think we 

ought to ask the White House direct if they have anything further 
-- 

that they might like to have us consider in connection with this. 

SEN. RUSSELL: I raise one question: Would it be 

appropriate for us to seek to get such information as the Dallas 

police, Texas State Police, have or should we get that from the WI7 

CHAIRMAN: I have a letter here -- 

MR. MC CLOY: -- Did you bring my letter with you, Mr. 

Chief Justice? You said you had*a special delivery letter for me. 

12 



cEA1RMAN: I've forgotten it. 1'11 send it to your 

hotel, John. 

MR. MC CLOY: I'm going to leave on the five o'clock 

plane. 

CHAIRMAN: I'll send my driver wben I get back and have 

him get it to you, You asked about whether we should communicate 

with the Dallas police or the 'stat8 authorities. As 1 told you 

yesterday:, or as the Deputy Attorney henera told you yesterday, 

he would see that a letter‘ was forthcoming from the Attorney 

General of Texas cohcerning a modus vivendi for his Court of 

Inquiry and our own6 I received yesterday afternoon a (-page, 

single spaced letter from him stating the importance of this 

Inquiry and how it would develop the facts, and so forth, but this 

is the only part of it that is better than just building a case 

for themselves. It looked to me like this might be for publication: 

this first paragraph, and then I'll lcnve it with you to see. It's 

the only thing that really applies. And they say: 
. 

In view of the fact that the special Commission appointed 

by the President to report oh all of the facts and circum- 

stances relating to the assassination of the late president 

gennedy is meeting today, it may be helpful to you and other 

members of the Commission to explain the nature of the Texas 

Court of Inquiry, to Thich the President's statesont, the 

appointing of the Commission, specifically referred. While 

we feel a sPccia1 responsibility to develop the facts, we 

are anxious %O do everything in our power to facilitate tho 

work of the Commission and give effect to the President's 

cl-sire that it be the only body to report conclusions. 

that's the only thing that bears on 

shows the importance of their Court 
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to do, and so forth, and it makes rid offer to do anything else 

other than to have their Court of Inquiry. 

So I called Eatzenbach and told him that this was not exactly 

what we hhd expected. We had expected a little more than this 

from them. And he said, well, would you mind if I tried my hand 

at writing a letter that would bring this thing out into the open? 

And I said, no, .that's all right, you go abcad a::d try it. 

He did prepare such a letter and he came to my house last 

night and gave it to me. At the same tine he said, now, this 

letter will not be as clear-cut as you might like it but I have 

the definite word from these people that if you'll hold out the 

olive branch to them that they'll not have their Court of Inquiry. 

So I said, we'll be glad to cooperate with them as long as they 

feel that way. So this is the letter that he pregared. He says: 

Dear General Carr: The Prcsidcnt's Commission has asked 

me - this is supposed to by signed by me - to respond to your 

full and courteous letter of December 5th - in which he 

described the proposed workings of'the Texas Court of Inquiry. 

The Commission greatly appreciates your desire to 

facilitate this work and to help to insure that an accurate 

and responsible report, with respect to all of the relevant 

facts, be made to the president. All of the members of the - 

Commission are aware of the deep interest in Tex;;; of the 

tragic event which occurred there, and vith respect to which 

all of us are exercising the responsibilities laid upon us. 

l7e shar.:- your view that it is desirable to have State 

officials do every"hing poss&bJe $0 uncover all of the facts 

a.+ are appraciat?ve of the availability of their facts to 

th? Commission. As you know, at this time '.he Commission is 

organizing its procedures and we do not yet have available 
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the confidential report of the FE31 and of other investigative 

agencies, both Federal and State, Uhile we expedt to receive 

this material soon, it will take time to analyze it thoroughly, 

and I am sure you will agree that there may remain matters 

'which will require further investigation before we feel that 

we're in possession of all the relative data upon which to 

make evaluation and judgment. 

WQ are most anxious, and I am sure you are too, to take 

no steps which would impede investigation or which could lead 

the public to restate conclusions based upon partial factual 

information. In addition, as you point out in your letter, 

the Commission, as well as the Texas Court of Inquiry, must 

be extremely careful not to.prejudice in any way the trial . 

in Texas of Jack Ruby. 

The Fresident's Commission would not wish to interfere 

in any way with you, or other State authorities, in the ._- 

conduct of the matters which are your responsibilities and 

in which, as you point out, the State of Texas has a proper _ 

and important interest. At the same time, it is the view of 

the Commission, for the reasons stated above, that a public 

inquiry in Texas at this time might be more harmful than 
-. - 

helpful.in our search for the truth. Recognieing for the 

time being that this Inquiry'is your responzib?.ilty and your 

decision, we cannot refrain from the suggestion that you 

consider the wisdom of postponement of this Court. 

It wo~;Id bc the Commission's desire that you and your 

Saecial Counsel, a .>r either of .you, participate in the 

C..-l.?nission ) E wori; and to counsel with it, if being the 

C;lbamissionls wish that as the representatir..a of the State of 

'Texas you be fully advised of the progress "hat is made in 
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the course of the Commission's investigation and to advance 

such suggestions as you consider helpful with the adcomplish- 

ment of the Commission's assignment. 

It may develoP that the Commission would deem it advisable 

the testimony of certain witnesses residing in Texas should 

be taken before a Texas Court of Inquiry, End in that event 

we would expect to call on you to render this ac?l,!tional 

assistance. 

Let me assure you it is the desire of the Commission to 

work most closely with you and it is our conviction that with 

a spirit of close cooperation we can responsibly meet our 

individual obligations. The Commission would be glad to 

discuss further with you, ap our Inquiry proceeds, the ways 
. 

in which we can best work together for this goal. Sincerely 

yours. 

Now, he said that if that kind of a lcttor is written to them he 

has their solemn word that they'll not hold this Court of Inquiry 

while we're engaged in our work. 

REP. FORD: That was a good letter, but there are one or 

two sentences there, where he says something about working with 7x3. 

CHAIRMAN: I know the sentence. 

REP. FORD: That's a little strong. 

CHAiRMAN: He had a little more in it than that that I 

had him take out. It originally came this way: It would be the 

Commission's desire that you and your Special Coupsel, or either 

of you, participate in the Commission's work and its sessions and i< 

assist it in counsel with it. So I said, now, we just couldn't do . 

that. So I said, would you take out the words, and its sessions, 

and the words, to assist, and he said that he would do that. He 

thought that wouldn't affect the outcome of the situation, but 
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that's the sentence thzt bothered me as soon 2s I saw it, and I 

knew it would, too. 

m. MC CLOY: Be would prob2bly say, give them the FBI 

report. 

CHAIRMAN: -I've told him 211 along that they'll be 

entitled to the FBI report when we finish with it because it will 

be made public anyway. But not before. I think that we have to 

show a spirit of cooperation with these people and still, at the 

same time, not reveal everything we have.got or anything about 

our innermost secrets. We don't have to do that to cooperate with 

these people. 

REP. BOGGS: I ehould say not. 

CHAIRMAN: I've cooperated with the Federal Government in 

a thousand things when I was in State govorn.ent and we didn't tell 

everything. Neither of us did tell 211 vie knew 2nd we cooperated, 

too, in good fashion. 

MR. MC CLOY: I think, generally speaking, it's a good 

letter. 

SEN. RUSSELL: I don't know bow he would construe that 

one sentence but I think we have a right to construe it too. I 
. . 

think we have a right to place our construction on it too: - 

REP; BOGGS: I think it's an excellent letter. 
* 

SER. COOPER: Me surely wouldn't commit ourselves. They'll 

be sitting in here all the time 2nd getting all the evidence we 

have. 

REP. BOGGS: I have to catch a plane. 

CHAIRMAN: Well, now, gentlemen, do you think this is 

all right? Congressman? 

REP. BOGGS: Yes, sir. 
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SEN. COOPER: Do you think we ought to add another line, 

suggesting that they should postpone, the effect of this iS to get 

them to postpone their Inquiry? In thrice we are saying to them 

they should not have an Inquiry right now. 

S&i RUSSELL: I don't think we're too clear about that. 

NR. MC CLOY: I think they have to volunteer; It's a 

little backward for us to ask them to postpone it. 

SEN. COOPER: I -xas wondering if this isn't, in effect, 

a request on them to postpone. 

REP. ROGGS: I suppose it is. 

SEN. RUSSELL: That's what it is. 

SEN. CODPER: I know that was the purpose of the letter, 

but the language there, we understand that's the purpose of the 

letter. 

REP. FCRD: I v!ould move that the Con!nissic;l approve' 
-. 

sending them the lcttcr, Sir. 

REP. EOCGS: I second the motion. 

CRAIxiAN: Any further discu.ssion? 

SEN RUSSELL: . I think not. 

~CRAIRMANZ All in favor say "Aye"? 

--(Chorus of 'Ayes".) 
_ 

CRAIRNAN: Contrary minded? 

(No response.) 

cRA1RrJAN: The 'Ayes" have it. U.e've got to get 

organized here one of these days. How do you feel about'Ra&in? 

You know I did not propose him. Ris name came up with these others 

but he's a man that I know I can deal with, and I have no idea 

whether he'll take it, but I think we can waste a week or two on 

it and find he can't do it, and if he's going to do it I would likt 

to ask him. 
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REP. BOGGS: I assume you're going to make an inquiry? 

MR. MC CLOY: ‘kes. 

REP. BOGGS: AS far as I'm concerned I have no reason 

that it would not be a wise selection, but I would like to check 

it out. 

CItAIRMANi No objection to that. 

REP. BOGGS: Can I call you tomorrow? 

SEN. RUSSELL: I think that's fine if Mr. McClby makes 

his investigation there and communicates with the Chief Justice 

about it, and the Chitf Justice can invite him doiva here. I would 

like to talk with the gentleman a few minutes myself, but I 

certainly have no objection to him, and from what you say he must 

be a good man. . . . . 

CBAIRBAN: Well, some of-these people might not want to 

come dorm as a candidate for a job. 

SEN. RUSSELL: That's true. 

CBAIRMAB: That might be a little difficult, Senator. 

MR. MC CLOY: My phone *number is Rhinelander 41515 

in New York. 

R$P; BOGGS: That's RB 41515. 

MR.-MC CLOY: The other one is DA 2&X5, in Stamford. 
. 

REP; BCCGS: That's your home? _ ; 

MR. 'MC CLOY: That's my'home, Stamford, Connecticut. Give 

me a chance to buzz around in the morning. Area Code is 203. 

REP. FORD: I would say, unless you plan something, your 

opinion would be to check? 

MR. MC CLOY: It's only .been casual in this. PZe ought 

to penetrate. 

REP. BOGGS: I'll call you tomorrow. 
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T&VSR&J!; tiPAl, could we have as underctan3.ng &uc;h as 

this, that F: Jack checks ui, cn h!.m and be cl;ecZs out ~2.1 r:.sLt, 

that hc'r ai;rcca!>ic t J the Ccmmission, ttezl rte CT,11 go a:xJci ?.nd 

sound him out7 

SEN. RWSELL: I move that if you and Mr. McCloy agree 

as to this man's qualifications after investigatiuc in New York, 

that you be authorized to discuss the w?.tteP with him formally. 

REP. FGRD: 1'11 support it. 

CNAIRMAN: All in iavor of t!?e motion suy "Aye"? 

(Chorus of "Ayes".) 

CRAIRbIAL: Cxtrary sixled? 

(No respouer?.) 

CHAIRMAN: i'bt "Ayes" have I ;. IQW, if ;'b CBI; tcc:lcpLis1 
“ .  

that tnen we can get 'II:H; right ar+y. T would iike to get sure 

quarters siarted. 

BEN. RUSEEL‘;: I thought thn: w'3i.T Z2::c.n Ca-'C? of 

yesterday by that mctior. 

C!l%IRMAN: It was, but I'm not musn of a bird dcg these 

davs myfialf. 

XX. RUSSELL: You mean get sLme r:;co3.l:; essistant? 

CXmudAN: Ye= . . 

SXI. RUSSELL: Not legal, bw 150~0 ir. .:.‘re Qa;’ of an 

;>ffico manager, or something of thet kiud. IIow about ;ho man you 

were going to get froia the Hureau of the Sudget, couldn't he dc 

that? 

CRAIlGlAii: yeJ.1, i don't know whet&r they'li undarte4e 

tc do all that. let ILC ask Jack. Jack. R'hit b7CUl.C you think? I 

know, in t'le iirst plaeo, as counsel you did 110: 'tiliI& chat'olncy: 

xls tklc m33. Suppose under Rankin, if Rankiu. cams, 1 know the two 

TO 
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MR. MC CLOY: Tuesday. 

RRP. BGGGS: gaybe we ought to meet Tuesday norning. 

MR. MC CLOY: Ohj I won’t be back Tuesday morning. 

REP, BOGGS: Subject then to the call of the Chair. I 

have to leave. 

(At,this point, approximately 4 PM, Rep. Boggs left the 

conference room.) 

SEN RUSSELL: If you give the Budget people your demands 

I'm sure they can arrange quarters. 

SEN. CGOPER: GAO is sometimes helpful. 

SEN. RUSSELL: He would have to go to GSA, they're in 

charge of all of these buildings, but at this time I think the 

Bureau of the Budget is the one to see. 

Ii??. NC CLOY: Would this be a follow up of the meetiny 

we had yesterday? 

SEN. RUSSELL: We have to have a staff of people. l7e 

haven't got anything to do except organizational matters. 

SiN: COOl'ER : Should we ask the agencies to submit their 

reports? 

REP, FORD: That puts the burden on the Chief Justice., 

CHAIRMAN: We have not got a secretary, we have not got 

anything. I1m afraid until we get somebody to help run this show 

I just don't think it's the job of anyone of us to start out on a 

housekeeping job here. You can think it's easy but there are a 

lot of tbings to be dczs in such a situation. I have court all 

next week until two-thirty in the afternoon. I have to be there 

or leave a shorthanded court. So.I'm going to be pretty busy 

myself. 

SEN. RCSSRLL: ' You undoubtedly had some communication 

with the Budget peoPle, or some information of s~)?re sort, that they 
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would furnish a man. 

CRAIRMAN: Yes. 

SEN. COOPER: If Mr. Rankin would accept he could call 

the Budget people. 

CHAIRMAN: The minute he does he will. 

SLN. RUSSELL: If he comes here to YIashington he can get 

the offices all set up. 

CHAIRRAN: If we can get a fellow like Rankin in the job 

we'd be in business right away, no question about that. 

SER. COOPER: This can be solved in the next day or two. 

SEN. RUSSELL: I think he should be consulted with 

respect to these reports too. 

CHAIRMAN: I do, too. 

S%N. RUSSELL. . Re's the man that's going to handle thts 

reports. 

S&R. COSPER: I think that's a matter that C.XI be 

settled quickly, the matter of counsel and getting the thing going. 

CHAIRNAN: I don't want to put any burden on any one 

other than necessary. 

SEN. RUSSELL: Once you get the staff it will all work 

I  out. 

CHAIRRAN: I have no doubt of that. Do you think we 

should tell these fellcPs when they ccxe in that we have approved ..I., 

SEN. RUSSELL: -- I think ue can tell them that we have 

tentatively agreed on *he counsel. 

CRAIRWiX: I r.eant this resolution. 

SEN. RUSSELL.: YCS, sir. 

CHAIR&W: Thzt's all I would say. . 

RF?. FORD: It will be introduced tomorrow. 

- - _ 
. . . - :’ 

y:.. :..: . . . . .“....U 
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SEN. RUSSELL: It will be introduced in the House 

tomorrow and the Senate on Monday. 

CRAIRMAN: Is there anything else before we let these 

people co& in? , 

'SIN. RUSS&&: No, 

MR. MC CLOY: Can I leave to catch my plane? 

CHAIRMAN: You may. 

(At this point, approximately 4:lO PI, Mr. &Cloy loft 

the Conference Room.) 

CRAIRRAN: Let the members of the press enter. 

(At this point the members of the press entered the 

conference room and the following ensued.) 

CRAIRWAR: Ladies and gentlemen, this is rather an 

imposition to ask you to come in for the brief statement that I'll 

make to you. It is not a press couference but I'll give you a 

brief statement as to what we've been 'doing. 

We have been busy with organizational matters, discussing a 
. . . 

prospective staff for the Commission. We have been studying ,our 

procedures and we have acted on but one thing, this afternoon, and 

that was to approve a joint resolution to the Congress which would 

enable us to compel'attendance and testiwonp of witnesses. The 

joint resolution IS to be introduced by the legislative members of 

the Commission. 

PRRSS: Would you repeat that? 

CHAIRMAN: To compel attendance and testimony of witnesses 

and the production of records. We have not been able to undertake 

any work for the Committee as yet because we have not yet settled 

on our permanent quarters and we have not yet received any of the 

*reports from the agencies that have been active in this matter, and 

that is where we ended today. 
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PRESS: I'd like just to understand one thing. YOU 

approved a joint resolution of the Congress to be submitted -- 

CDAIRMAN: -- The wording is, a joint rnsolution which iS 

to be introdUced at the earliest possible date, and I understand 

it'6 to be introduced by the legislative members of our Conmi66ion. 

SEN. RUSSELL: (Nods head.) 

CHAIRNAN: You may see it if you wish. I imagine It is 

just a normal resolution of that kind that various cO66ittee6 and 

COmmiSSiOnS have. We have not been able to as yet arrive at any 

conclusions that are newsworthy. 

PRESS: Mr. Chief Justice, there's a considerable amount 

of confusion about when you're to get the FEi report, wbether you 

have requested it, whethar the wesident is to have it first, 
\ 

whether It will be released after-you get it: or v&other you have 

insisted on holding it until you have road it. C.?n you straighten 

that out? 

CSAIRMAD: Hartin Agronsky, all I can say to you is that 
.- s 

we have no such report. !lbe Department of Justice has stated to 

us that as soon as it is available it will, in accordance with the 

President's~executive order, be trarmultted to us. Beyond that 

we have made no decision6 or procedures with relation to it. 

PRESS: Mr. Chief JUStiCe, have you diSCUSSed, in -- 

addition to the quarter6 that you've mentioned, what kind of staff, 

the size of staff, whether you have a counsel, or that sort of 

thing? 

CHAIRMAN: We have had discussions OA that but we have 

not arrived at any conclu6ion6 because, in the first place, we have . 

no idea of the magnitude of our work until we know what the report6 

-, and that's as far a6 we have gone. 
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PRESS: When is your next meeting? 

Clz4IFtA¶A?l: We have not fixed a meeting, It will meet at 

the call of the Chair. 

PRESS: You probably will not take action on any Of these 

matters, such as the staff, until you've had an opportunity to look 

over the reports? 

CI~IRNAN: There will be nc official action until then. 

PRESS: Can we arrive at the fair conclusion that since 

you have asked for the subpoena power is that an indication that 

you might hold hearings? 

CIIAXRMAN: There has been no implication about it at all, 

but any Commission that iti set up to do the job that we're set up 

to do must have the tools to work with. All right, gentlemen, 
. 

thank you. 

(Whereupon, at aPpsoximately 4:15 XU, the Co.zinission 

adjourned, to meet again at the call of the Chair.) 

w---m 
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